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THE TWELFTH MOMENT OF DIRICHLET L-FUNCTIONS
WITH SMOOTH MODULI
RAMON M. NUNES
Abstract. We prove an analogue of Heath-Brown’s bound on the twelfth
moment of the Riemann zeta function for Dirichlet L-functions with
smooth moduli.
1. Introduction
The so-called Weyl bound for the Riemann zeta function states that
ζ(1/2 + it)≪ǫ t1/6+ǫ, (1)
where here and throughout the paper, ǫ denotes an arbitrarily small constant
that may vary at each ocurrence and the implied constants depend at most
on the variables in the subscript.
This bound was improved over the years but not significantly so. Indeed
the best result to date is the very recent result of Bourgain [1]:
ζ(1/2 + it)≪ǫ t13/84+ǫ.
Notice that 1384 =
1
6 − 184 . Through this perspective, Heath-Brown [5] proved
a very interesting estimate:∫ 2T
T
|ζ(1/2 + it)|12dt≪ǫ T 2+ǫ.
This bounds, combined with some regularity properties of ζ not only recover
(1) but it also proves that |ζ(1/2+ it)| cannot be ’large’ very often. In other
words, one has
µ({t ∈ [T, 2T ]; |ζ(1/2 + it)| > V })≪ǫ T 2+ǫV −12, (2)
where here µ denotes the Lebesgue measure. Notice that the classical bound
for the fourth moment of ζ gives (2) with T 1+ǫV −4 instead of T 2+ǫV −12.
In view of that and Bourgain’s bound, the interest of (2) lies in the range
T 1/8 ≤ V ≤ T 13/84.
Whenever we have an asymptotic result about ζ(1/2+it) as t→ +∞, it is
natural to ask the analogous question for the Dirichlet L−functions L(1/2, χ)
as q → +∞, where χ is a primitive character modulo q. Unfortunately, in
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this setting, we do not even know the analogue of (1). In full generality, the
best result is due to Burgess and gives
L(1/2, χ)≪ǫ q3/16+ǫ. (3)
The situation becomes better if one restricts their attention to moduli q
having a certain type of factorization. Indeed, Heath-Brown [4] proved that
if q has a divisor q0 such that q
1/3 ≤ q0 < q1/3+ǫ, then one has the inequality
L(1/2, χ)≪ǫ q1/6+ǫ.
In particular, this includes the case where q = pn for a small prime p and
large n and that of qǫ-smooth numbers. We recall that a number q is said
to be y−smooth if every divisor of q is smaller than y. As for ζ, one can go
below 1/6 but not by a significant amount. Indeed, let q be either qδ-smooth
or q = pn, where both δ−1 and n are sufficientely large in terms of ǫ. Then
one has the inequality
L(1/2, χ) ≪ǫ qθ0+ǫ, θ0 = 0.1645 . . .
For proofs, we refer the intererested reader to [7] and [15] for the case of
smooth numbers and to [12] and [13] for the case of prime powers.
Finally, we would like to mention another important case where one is
able to improve upon Burgess’ bound, the case of real characters. Indeed,
let q be an odd squarefree number and let χq be the unique non-trivial
primitive real character modulo q. then Conrey and Iwaniec [2] proved the
bound
L(1/2, χq)≪ǫ q1/6+ǫ.
The proof of this result is more involved than the previously mentioned
ones as it employs the spectral theory of automorphic forms on GL2 and
ultimately relies in a deep result of Waldspurger on the positivity of some
GL2 L-functions. Unlike the cases discussed before, improving the exponent
1/6 in this result seems out of reach of currently known methods.
We shall now turn to our results. Our main theorem is an analogue of
Heath-Brown’s bound on the twelfth moment for L-functions with moduli q
that are qδ-smooth for small δ > 0.
Theorem 1.1. Let δ > 0 and suppose q is a qδ-smooth squarefree number,
then one has the inequality∑
χ (mod q)
|L(1/2, χ)|12 ≪δ q2+O(δ).
Integration by parts shows that this follows from a bound for the number
of χ for which L(1/2, χ) is large. This is contained in the following:
Theorem 1.2. Let V, δ > 0 and suppose q is a qδ-smooth squarefree number.
Then one has the inequalities
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#R(V ; q)≪δ qO(δ)


qV −4, (V > 0), (4a)
q2V −12, (V > 0), (4b)
qV −6, (V > q2/13), (4c)
q5V −32, (q2/13 ≥ V > q3/20), (4d)
where R(V ; q) := {χ primitive of modulus q; |L(1/2, χ)| > V }.
1.1. Remarks.
(i) Theorem 1.1 follows directly from (4b). The bounds (4c) and (4d) give
improvements of this result for V > q3/20. If one could prove (4c) for
every V > 0 this would give an almost sharp bound for the sixth mo-
ment of Dirichlet L functions. Unfortunately this result is a challenging
open problem even in the more classical setting of the ζ-function.
(ii) Perhaps the most straightforward generalization of Heath-Brown’s re-
sult would be to bound the twelfth moment of Dirichlet L-functions in
the t aspect. This was considered by Meurman [11] and then by Jutila
and Motohashi [8]. The main result of the latter gives the bound
∑
q≤Q
∑
∗
χ (mod q)
∫ 2T
T
|L((1/2 + it, χ)|12 dt≪ǫ Q3T 2(QT )ǫ.
Note that from this bound, we can deduce the estimate
L(1/2 + it, χ)≪ǫ q1/4+ǫt1/6+ǫ,
which is as good as (1) with respect to t, but worse than (3) with re-
spect to q. It is important to recall that this result works for general q
so that so that it would be too much to expect anything smaller than
3/16 + ǫ as the exponent of q in the above inequality.
(iii) The idea of taking advantage of the factorization of q to obtain stronger
estimates for exponential sums is know to specialists as the q-van der
Corput mehtod in analogy to the classical van der Corput method for
analytic exponential sums. It has been around at least since [4] and
had many applications over the years. A very nice general method can
be found in [14] and [15].
(iv) It is conceivable that one can prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 when q = pn,
where p is a fixed prime and n ≫ δ−1. The general set-up would be
very similar but the techniques to manipulate the exponential sums
would be very different. In that case, there is a classical method for
explicitely evaluating exponential sums but the caclulations can rapidly
get messy.
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1.2. Overview of the proof and analogy with ζ. In the following we are
a little imprecise, focusing only on the ideas. For example we will completely
ignore the ubiquitous qǫ-factors.
We start by supposing we can write q = q1Q1, we fix some character ψ1
modulo Q1 and consider the short moment
S2(ψ1) :=
∑
∗
χ1 (mod q1)
|L(1/2, χ1ψ1)|2.
In Proposition 3.1 we use the approximate functional equation and Poisson
summation in order to prove an upper bound for S2(ψ1) of the shape
S2(ψ1)≪ q1

1 + 1Q1/21
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
m≤q/q21
αmK(ψ1,m)
∣∣∣∣∣∣

 ,
where αm is essentially bounded and K(ψ1, .) is and algebraic oscillating
function defined modulo Q1. This is analogous to [5, Lemma 1] where an
estimate is given for
S2(T0, G) :=
∫ T0+G
T0−G
|ζ(1/2 + it)2|dt,
for some G ≤ T , T0 ∼ T , that roughly looks like
G

1 +
(
G
T
)1/2 ∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
m≤T/G2
αme(f(T0,m))
∣∣∣∣∣∣

 ,
where αm is essentially bounded and f is a smooth function such that
dj
dxj
f(T0, x) ≍ T0G−1
(
T
G2
)−j
.
One should remark the pleasing analogy between the tuples (G,T0, e(f(T0, .)))
and (q1, ψ1,K(ψ1, .)).
In the following we suppose that we can further factor Q1 = q2q3, and we
fix a primitive character χ3 of modulus q3 and consider∑
χ2∈X
S2(χ2χ3),
where X ∈ ̂(Z/qZ)∗ is any set such that #X = X . By means of Cauchy-
Schwarz and estimates for incomplete exponential sums (Lemma 2.4) we
arrive at a bound that looks like∑
χ2∈X
S2(χ2χ3)≪ (q1 + Ξ(q, q1, q2))X + (q/q1)1/2X1/2,
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where Ξ(q, q1, q2) = q
1/2
1 q
1/4
2 or Ξ(q, q1, q2) = q
1/4q
1/12
2 , if q2 > q
3/2q−31 . This
has a parallel with [5, Lemma 2], which basically implies that
X∑
i=1
S2(Ti, G)≪ (G+Ξ(G, J, T ))X + (T/G)1/2X1/2,
with Ξ(G, J, T ) = G1/4J1/4, or Ξ(G, J, T ) = G−1/12J1/12T 1/4 if J > T 3/2G−2,
where the T ′is satisfy
G≪ |Ti − Tj | ≪ J, for i 6= j.
Again, it is instructive to consider the dictionary between the tuples
(G, J/G, {Ti}Xi=1) and (q1, q2,X).
It is now a question of choosing parameters to deduce Theorem 1.2. At this
point we make crucial use of the smoothness of q.
Acknowledgements
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2. Preliminary results
2.1. On certain exponential sums. The proof of Theorem 1.2 relies on
bounds for exponential sums coming from the works of Weil and Deligne.
In fact all the exponential sums we will encounter will be constructed from
the following one: For an integer q, a character χ of modulus q and k, ℓ,m ∈
Z/qZ, we let
Kχ(k, ℓ) := q
−1/2
∑
∗
u (mod q)
χ(ℓ+ u)χ(u)e
(
ku
q
)
, Kχ(m) := Kχ(m, 1). (5)
Our first lemma says that Kχ(k, ℓ) essentially depends on the product kℓ.
The proof is a simple consequence of the Chinese remainder theorem and a
trivial explicit evaluation of Kχ(k, ℓ) when k or ℓ equal 0.
Lemma 2.1. Let q be squarefree and suppose χ is a primitive character
modulo q. And let d = (ℓ, q). Then we have
Kχ(k, ℓ) = µ(d)Rd(k)Kχ(kℓ),
where Rd is the Ramanujan sum given by
Rd(k) :=
∑
∗
x (mod d)
e
(
kx
d
)
.
In particular, |Kχ(0, ℓ)| ≤ (ℓ, q)q−1/2.
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The next lemma contains some basic facts about Kχ. the first one is
twisted multiplicativity and is a consequence of the Chinese remainder the-
orem and the second one is a uniform upper bound furnished by the work
of Weil.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose q = q1q2 with (q1, q2) = 1 and, let m ∈ Z/qZ let
Kχ(m) be as defined in (5). Then, if χ = χ1χ2 with χi a primitive character
modulo qi, we have
Kχ(m) = Kχ1(q2m)Kχ2(q1m).
Moreover, for every squarefree number q, every primitive character χ (mod q)
and every m modulo q,
Kχ(m)≪ qǫ.
As we mentioned above, we will construct other exponential sums from
Kχ. We will be particularly interested in the function
m 7→ Kχ(m)Kχ′(m),
where χ and χ′ are two primitive Dirichlet characters. Suppose first that
χ and χ′ are characters of prime modulus p. There are two possibilities.
Either χ 6= χ′ and we have a nice oscillating function or χ = χ′ is which case
we have a function that is always non-negative. Fortunately, substracting
the constant function 1 provides us with a function suiting our needs. We
let
K◦χ,χ′(m) := Kχ(m)Kχ′(m)− δχ,χ′ , (6)
where δχ.χ′ equals 1 if χ = χ
′ and 0 otherwise.
Our next Proposition summarizes what we mean by K◦χ,χ′ being a nice
oscillating function. Since its proof uses such different techniques from those
in the rest of the paper, we postpone its proof until section 5.
Proposition 2.3. Let p be a prime number, let χ, χ′ be primitive Dirichlet
characters modulo p and let K◦χ,χ′ be as in (5). Let t ∈ Z/pZ. Then we have
∑
u (mod p)
K◦χ,χ′(u)e
(
− tu
p
)
=
{
−1, if t = 0,
O(p1/2), if t 6= 0. (7)
Moreover, let s ∈ Z/pZ, then we have
∑
u (mod p)
K◦χ,χ′(s+ u)K
◦
χ,χ′(u)e
(
− tu
p
)
≪
{
p, if t = s = 0,
p1/2, otherwise.
(8)
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In the following we extend the definition of K◦χ,χ′ to characters with
squarefree moduli, and we do so in order to keep the twisted multiplica-
tivity of Lemma 2.2. Suppose χ =
∏
p|q χp and χ
′ =
∏
p|q χ
′
p then we let
K◦χ,χ′(m) :=
∏
p|q
K◦χp,χ′p
(
Qpm
)
, Qp := q/p. (9)
The main reason for this definition is because it recovers Kχ(m)Kχ′(m),
when χp 6= χ′p for all p | q and more generally, we have
Kχ(m)Kχ′(m) :=
∑
q=rs
∆|r
K◦χ[r],χ′[r]
(sm), (10)
where χ[r] =
∏
p|r χp, χ
′
[r] is defined analogously, and, finally, ∆ = ∆(χ, χ
′)
is the distance between the two characters given by
∆(χ, χ′) :=
∏{
p; p | q, χp 6= χ′p
}
.
The bounds for complete sums from Proposition 2.3 first come into play by
means of the Polya-Vinogradov completion method, which basically means
detecting a congruence by additive characters and using classical bounds for
a sum of a geometric sequence. We summarize this in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.4. Let q be squarefree and let χ and χ′ denote two characters
modulo q. Let r be coprime to q. Then one has the inequality∑
m≤M
K◦χ,χ′(mr)≪ qǫ(q−1M + q1/2).
Proof. We first separate the sum in different congruence classes and then
use orthogonality of characters to detect the congruence condition. Since r
is coprime to q,
∑
m≤M
K◦χ,χ′(mr) =
∑
u (mod q)
K◦χ,χ′(u)
∑
m≤M
m≡ru (mod q)
1
=
1
q
∑
t (mod q)

 ∑
u (mod q)
K◦χ,χ′(u)e
(
−rtu
q
) ∑
m≤M
m≡u (mod q)
e
(
mt
q
)
.
Suppose χ =
∏
p χp and χ
′ =
∏
p χ
′
p. Now by twisted multiplicativity
(Lemma 2.2) and the Chinese remainder theorem,
∑
u (mod q)
K◦χ,χ′(u)e
(
−rtu
q
)
=
∏
p|q

 ∑
u (mod p)
K◦χp,χ′p(u)e
(
−rtu
p
) .
In particular, Lemma 2.4 implies that
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
 ∑
u (mod q)
K◦χ,χ′(u)e
(
−rtu
q
)≪
{
1, if t = 0,
q1/2(t, q)1/2, if t 6= 0.
Finally we have the following bound for the sum of a geometric sequence:
∑
m≤M
e
(
mt
q
)
≪ min
(
M,
∥∥∥∥ tq
∥∥∥∥
−1
)
,
where ‖.‖ denotes distance to the closest integer. Putting everything to-
gether we obtain that
∑
m≤M
K◦χ,χ′(mr)≪ q−1M +
1
q1/2
q−1∑
t=1
(t, q)1/2
∥∥∥∥ tq
∥∥∥∥
−1
.
The lemma now follows. 
It is a well-know feature of the Polya-Vinogradov method that it can only
give non-trivial results for sums that are longer than the square-root of the
conductor. We can however get by if we assume that we can factor q in a
suitable way. This is known to experts as the q-van der Corput method.
Lemma 2.5. Let q = q1q2 be squarefree and let χ and χ
′ denote two char-
acter modulo q. Let r be comprime to q. Then one has the inequality
∑
m≤M
K◦χ,χ′(mr)≪ qǫ(Mq−1/41 +M1/2q1/22 +M1/2q1/41 ).
Proof. Let F (m) := K◦χ,χ′(mr) and S(M) :=
∑
m≤M F (m). From (9),
one sees that F (m) = F1(q2m)F2(q1m), where χ = χ1χ2 χ
′ = χ′1χ
′
2 and
Fi(m) := K
◦
χi,χ′i
(mr). We start by splitting our sum acording to the con-
gruence class of m modulo q2.
S(M) =
∑
u (mod q2)
F2(q1u)
∑
m≤M
m≡u (mod q2)
F1(q2m).
Now by Cauchy-Schwarz and Lemma 2.2, we obtain
|S(M)|2 ≪ q1+ǫ2
∑
m,m′≤M
m≡m′ (mod q2)
F1(q2m)F1(q2m).
Expanding the inner sum and estimating trivially the contribution from the
diagonal, one gets
|S(M)|2 ≪ q1+ǫ2

M + ∑
0<|ℓ|≤M/q2
∑
m∈IM,ℓq
F1(q2m)F1(q2m+ ℓ)

 , (11)
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where IM,ℓq2 ⊂ (0,M ] is an interval. Now the method of the previous lemma
together with (8) gives
∑
m∈IM,ℓq
F1(q2m)F1(q2m+ ℓ)≪Mq−1/21 (q1, ℓ)1/2 + q1/2+ǫ1 .
Now summing over ℓ and taking the square root on both sides of (11)
gives the result. 
Corollary 2.6. With the assumptions as in Lemma 2.5, suppose further
that q = q1q2 and that q
2
3 y−
1
3 < q1 ≤ q 23 y 13 . Then we have∑
m≤M
K◦χ,χ′(mr)≪ǫ qǫ
(
Mq−1/6y1/12 +M1/2q1/6y1/6
)
.
2.2. Approximate functional equation. As is usual when dealing with
L-functions, we shall use a version of the approximate functional equation.
Since in our work we are only concerned with upper bounds, we will avoid
the often cumbersome problems arising from the oscilations of the ǫ-factor
(in the case of Dirichlet L-functions, these are normalized Gauss sums).
The following lemma follows directly from applying the approximate func-
tional eqaution from [6, Theorem 5.3] followed by a classical dyadic decompo-
sition. The claimed properties of the functions V ±N follow from [6, Theorem
5.4].
Finally, we use the notation
∑
N≤X
Ndyadic
to indicate a sum over positive powers
of two that are ≤ X.
Lemma 2.7. Let q be a positive integer and let χ be a primitive character
modulo q. Then we have
|L(1/2, χ)|2 ≪ǫ log q
∑
N≤4q1+ǫ
N dyadic
∣∣∣∣∣ 1√N
∑
n
χ(n)V ±N (n)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+ q−100,
where V ±N is a smooth function depending only on N , q and the value of
χ(−1) = ±1, whose support is contained in [N/4, N ] and V (j)N (x)≪j N−j.
3. A short second moment
Suppose q = q1Q1 is squarefree, χ = χ1ψ1, where χ1 and ψ1 are characters
of modulus q1 and Q1 respectively. We consider the following second moment
S±2 (ψ1) :=
∑
∗
χ1 (mod q1)
χ1ψ1(−1)=±1
|L(1/2, χ1ψ1)|2, (12)
and, of course, the full moment
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S2(ψ1) := S+2 (ψ1) + S−2 (ψ1) (13)
The reason for which we must consider these two moments separately is
because in this way, we will be able to take the weight function VN± to be
fixed. As it will become clear in our calculation, this will not be of much
importance, since we are only looking for upper bounds. By positivity.
we can always complete our sums with terms corresponding to the missing
characters and find ourselves with a complete sum over characters modulo
q1.
The goal of this section is to prove the following result:
Proposition 3.1. Let q = q1Q1 be squarefree and let χ = χ1ψ1, where χ1
and ψ1 are characters of modulus q1 and Q1 respectively. Let Kψ1 be as in
(5). Then for q1 ≪ q1/2−ǫ, we have the inequality
S±2 (ψ1)≪ǫ qǫq1

1 + 1Q1/21
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
0<|m|≪q1+ǫ/q21
α±mKψ1(mq1)
∣∣∣∣∣

 ,
where α±m is a sequence satisfying
∑
m |α±m|2 ≪ q1+ǫ/q21,
We start by noticing that the approximate functional equation (see (2.7))
and Cauchy-Schwartz show that for every ǫ > 0 there exists N = Nǫ ≤
4q1/2+ǫ such that
S±2 (ψ1)≪ǫ qǫB±(N) +O(q−99), (14)
where
B±(N) = 1
N
∑
∗
χ1 (mod q1)
χ1ψ1(−1)=±1
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
n
χ1(n)ψ1(n)V
±
N (n)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
.
We now use positivity to extend our sum to all characters modulo q1. Then,
by orthogonality of characters, we get
B±(N) ≤ q1
N
∑
∗
n,n′
ψ1(n
′)ψ1(n)V
±
N (n
′)V ±N (n).
We now divide the sum on the right according to whether n = n′ or not.
In the former case the sum is easily seen to be O(N) and for the latter we
remark that interchanging the variables n and n′ only changes the summand
into its complex conjugate. We thus have
B±(N)≪ q1 + q1
N
∑
h≥1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
n≥1
ψ1(n+ hq1)ψ1(n)V
±
N (n+ hq1)V
±
N (n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (15)
Let S±hq1(N ;ψ1) denote the inner sum on the right-hand side above. Our
next step is to apply Poisson summation to this sum. Before we do so, we
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observe that the variable h naturally satisfies h≪ N/q1 and that the func-
tion W±hq1 given by W
±
hq1
(x) := V ±N (x+ hq1)V
±
N (x) has support in [N/4, N ]
and satisfies W
±(j)
hq1
(x)≪j N−j. Now, by Poisson summation, we have
Shq1(N ;ψ1) =
N
Q
1/2
1
∑
k
Kψ1(k, hq1)Ŵ
±
hq1
(
k
Q1
)
,
where Kψ1 is as in (5). In view of the properties of W
±
hq1
mentioned in the
last paragraph, we see that the function Ŵ±hq1(x) is uniformly bounded and
decays rapidly for x≫ N−1qǫ. Hence the contribution from the terms where
|k| > Q1qǫN to the sum above can certainly be bounded by q1. Thus we see
that
B±(N)≪ q1

1 +
1
Q
1/2
1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
0≤|k|≪
Q1q
ǫ
N
∑
0<|h|≪N
q1
α±(h, k)Kψ2(k;hq1)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

 , (16)
where
α±(h, k) := N−1Ŵ±hq1 (k/Q1)≪ 1.
We would also like to estimate separately the contribution of the terms where
k = 0. By Lemma 2.1 those are
≪ q1
Q1
∑
0<|h|≪ N
q1
(h,Q1) ≤ d(Q1) N
Q1
≪ q1qǫ. (17)
Again by Lemma 2.1,
Kψ1(k, hq1) = µ(d)Rd(k)Kχ1(hkq1),
where d = (ℓ,Q1). Combining this with (14), (15), (16) and (17), we get
that
S±2 (ψ1)≪ qǫq1

1 +
1
Q
1/2
1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
0<|m|≪ q
1+ǫ
q12
α±mKψ1(mq1)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

 , (18)
where
α±m :=
∑
d|q
∑
k
∑
(h0,q/d)=1
dh0k=m
µ(d)Rd(k)α
±(dh0, k).
In particular, for all M > 0, we deduce, from Cauchy-Scwarz, the inequality∑
0<|m|≪M
|α±m|2 ≪ qǫ
∑
dh0k≤M
d|q
(d, k)2 ≤
∑
e|q
e2
∑
m<M/e2
d3(m)≪M1+ǫqǫ. (19)
Taking M = q1+ǫ/q21, we conclude the proof of the proposition.
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3.1. The second moment on average. Let q = q1Q1 and χ = χ1ψ1 be
as in the previous section. Suppose further that Q1 = q2q3 and ψ1 = χ2χ3.
Our next result is an average result for S2(ψ1). We will prove the following
Proposition 3.2. Let q = q1q2q3 be squarefree and let χ3 be a primitive
character modulo q3. And let X be any set of primitive character modulo q2.
Let S2(χ2χ3) be as in (13). Then we have the inequality∑
χ2∈X
S2(χ2χ3)≪ qǫ
{
(q1 + Ξ(q, q1, q2))X + (q/q1)
1/2X1/2
}
,
with Ξ(q, q1, q2) = q
1/2
1 q
1/4
2 . Moreover, if q2 is y-smooth for some y > 0, and
if
q2 > q
3/2/q31, (20)
than we may take
Ξ(q, q1, q2) = q
1/4q
1/12
2 y
1/12.
It clearly suffices to prove the above bound for S±2 (χ2χ3). We have, from
Proposition 3.1, the inequality∑
χ2∈X
S±2 (χ2χ3)≪ qǫ
{
q1X + q
3/2
1 q
−1/2T ±(X;χ3)
}
, (21)
where
T ±(X;χ3) :=
∑
χ2∈X
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
0<|m|≪q1+ǫ/q21
α±mKχ2χ3(mq1)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
Our next step is to use Cauchy-Schwarz to separate the oscillations of α±m
from those of Kχ2χ3(mq1), but we can still reduce the complexity of the final
sum by using the factorization Q1 = q2q3 and Lemma 2.2. Thus, we obtain
T ±(X, χ3) ≤

 ∑
0<|m|≪q1+ǫ/q21
|α±m|2


1/2
×

 ∑
χ2,χ′2∈X
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
0<|m|≪q1+ǫ/q21
Kχ2(mq1q3)Kχ′2(mq1q3)
∣∣∣∣∣∣


1/2
. (22)
We use (10) to write∑
0<|m|≪q1+ǫ/q21
Kχ2(mq1q3)Kχ′2(mq1q3)
=
∑
q=r2s2
∆|r2
∑
0<|m|≤q1+ǫ/q21
K◦χ2,[r2],χ
′
2,[r2]
(mq1q3s2), (23)
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where ∆ = ∆(χ2, χ
′
2). Now by Lemma 2.4, it follows that the inner sum is
≪ qǫ
(
qq−21 r
−1
2 + r
1/2
2
)
.
Furthermore, by changing the order of summation, we have∑
χ2,χ′2∈X
∑
q=r2s2
∆(χ2,χ′2)|r2
1
r2
≤
∑
χ2∈X
∑
r2|q2
1
r2
#
{
χ′2 (mod q2);∆(χ2, χ
′
2) | r2
}
≤
∑
χ2∈X
∑
r2|q2
1
r2
#
{
χ′ (mod r2)
}
≤ d(q)X.
Inserting the last estimates in (22), we see that
T ±(X;χ3)≪ qǫ
(
qq−21 X
1/2 + q1/2q−11 q
1/4
2 X
)
.
Replacing this in (21) gives the proposition with Ξ(q, q1, q2) = q
1/2
1 q
1/4
2 .
For the other value of Ξ(q, q1, q2), we now suppose that q2 is y-smooth and
that q2 > q
3/2/q31. The same argument as before, shows that the contribution
of the terms where r2 ≤ q3/2/q31 to (22) is bounded by
qǫ
(
qq−21 X
1/2 + q7/8q
−7/4
1 X
)
.
And by Lemma 2.5, the remaining terms contribute
≪ qǫXq3/4q−3/21 q1/122 y1/12.
Putting these bounds together, and using again that q2 > q
3/2q−31 , we obtain
T ±(X;χ3)≪ qǫ
(
qq−21 X
1/2 + q3/4q
−3/2
1 q
1/12
2 y
1/12X
)
.
Replacing this in (21) gives the proposition with the second choice for
Ξ(q, q1, q2).
4. proof of Theorem 1.2
We recall that we shall prove four different bounds for R(V ; q). The
bound (4a) follows from the classical result∑
∗
χ (mod q)
|L(1/2, χ)|4 ≪ǫ q1+ǫ.
We now prooceed to prove (4b). Notice that we can suppose that V ≥ q1/8,
since otherwise, the bound (4a) is stronger. We can always suppose that δ
is as smal as we want by simply taking the implied constant large enough so
that the results become trivial for δ after some point. We start by supposing
we can factorise q as q = q1q2q3, where the qi are squarefree and relatively
prime.
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We write R := R(V ; q) and for a character χ3 of modulus q3, we let
R3(χ3) = {χ (mod q/q3);χχ3 ∈ R}. Finally, we let
X(χ3) := {χ2 (mod q2);χ1χ2 ∈ R(χ3), for some χ1 (mod q1)}.
We have the trivial inequality
R(χ3) := #R(χ3) ≤ V −2
∑
χ2∈X(χ3)
S2(χ2χ3).
Thus, by Proposition 3.2 with the first choice for Ξ(q, q1, q2), we see that
R(χ3)≪ǫ qǫV −2
{(
q1 + q
1/2
1 q
1/4
2
)
R(χ3) + (q/q1)
1/2R(χ3)
1/2
}
.
Since q is qδ-smooth and we are in the case where V > qδ, we can always
pick q1 and q2 satsfiyng the inequalities{
V 2q−2δ ≤ q1 ≤ V 2q−δ,
V 4q−2δ ≤ q2 ≤ V 4q−δ.
(24)
In this case we can ignore the first two terms by taking any ǫ < δ. It then
follows that
R(χ3)≪δ qδV −4qq−11 .
Summing over χ3 one gets
#R(V, q)≪δ qδV −4q2q−21 q−12 ≤ q2+7δV −12.
Now, finally, we prove the bounds (4c) and (4d). We suppose V > q3/20+δ
and suppose again that we have q = q1q2q3 with the qi squarefree and
relatively prime. Suppose further that q2 is q
δ-smooth and q2 > q
3/2q−31 .
As in the previous case, we use Proposition 3.2 but this time with the
second choice of Ξ(q, q1, q2). Thus, with the notation as above, we obtain
that
R(χ3)≪ǫ qǫV −2
{(
q1 + q
1/4+δ/12q
1/12
2
)
R(χ3) + (q/q1)
1/2R(χ3)
1/2
}
. (25)
As before, we want to get rid of the first two terms. We use qδ-smoothness
to take q1 and q2 satisfying{
V 2q−2δ ≤ q1 ≤ V 2q−δ,
Wq−δ ≤ q2 ≤W,
whereW := min(V 24q−3q−12δ, q/q1). Notice that the condition V > q
3/20+δ
and δ sufficientely small ensures that
Wq−δ > q3/2q−31 .
Hence (25) holds for this choice of q1 and q2 and moreover, we can ignore
the first two terms. We deduce by taking ǫ < δ
R(χ3)≪ qδV −4qq−11 .
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Summing over χ3 one gets
#R(V, q)≪δ qδV −4q2q−21 q−12 ≪δ qO(δ)max(qV −6, q5V −32),
which concludes the proof of (4c) and (4d), when V > q3/20+δ .
Finally, if q3/20 < V ≤ q3/20+δ, we can use (4b) and deduce that for some
C > 0,
#R(V, q)≪δ q2+CδV −12 ≤ q5+(C+20)δV −32.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is now finished.
5. Bounds on complete exponential sums
In this section we prove Proposition 2.3 on estimates for complete expo-
nential sums related to Kχ (recall definition (5)).
The upper bound (7) follows by developing the left-hand side according
to definitions (5) and (6) and using the Weil bound to the sum
∑
x (mod p)
x 6=0,t
χ(1 + x)χ′(1 + x− t),
when t 6= 0 and an explicit calculation if t = 0.
As for (8), this is much more involved and to prove it we need to invoke
the formalism of ℓ-adic sheaves and its trace functions of Deligne. The proof
is inspired by the work of Fouvry-Kowalski-Michel and draws upon material
developed by Katz in his books [9] and [10]. We refer the reader to [14,
section 6] for a nice introduction to the concepts used in this section.
We start with the case χ 6= χ′. We want to estimate
∑
u (mod p)
Kχ(s+ u)Kχ′(s+ u)Kχ(u)Kχ′(u)e
(
− tu
p
)
, (26)
where Kχ is given by (5). The case t = s = 0 follows from the Weil bound
(Lemma 5). For the remaining cases, we shall use the techniques from [3] in
the same spirit of [7, Appendix].
We want to apply [3, Theorem 2.7] and [3, Proposition 1.1] to the following
data:
• The sheaf G = Lψ(tX), with ψ the additive character corresponding
to x 7→ e(x/p),
• The sheaves F1 = Fχ, F2 = Fχ′ , F3 = [+s]∗Fχ, F4[+s]∗Fχ′ , where
for a primitive dirichlet character χ, Fχ = FTψ(Hχ)⊗Lψ(X/2) with
Hχ the Kummer sheaf Lχ(1+X−1)
• The open set U = A1 − {0,−1,−s,−s − 1}.
We first remark that the trace function associated to Fχ is not exactly
Kχ(u) but Kχ(u)e(2u/p) instead. However this has no influence in the
study of the correlation sum (26). The reason why we made the twist by an
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Artin-Schreier sheaf is that in this way we obtain a self-dual sheaf (see [7,
Appendix]).
By the same argument as in [7, Appendix, Proposition 3], if the hypothesis
of [3, Theorem 2.7] are satisfied, then we have that the sum in (26) is≪ p1/2
unless s = t = 0. We shall now verify that that the above data satisfies
these conditions. This is almost entirely done in the proof of [7, Appendix,
Proposition 3]. For instance, in order to prove that the Fi form an U -
generous tuple, we are only left with proving that for i 6= j, one cannot
have
Fi ≃ Fj ⊗ L,
for some lisse sheaf of rank one in U . Moreover, by looking at the tame
ramification of Fχ at 0, as in [7, Appendix] we can reduce it to considering
the cases {i, j} = {1, 2} or {3, 4}. Finally, by making an additive shift, we
can focus only on the first of these two. In other word we have to rule out
the possibility of a geometric isomorphism
Fχ ≃ Fχ′ ⊗ L. (27)
Such an L, if it exists, must be unramified at Gm and, since Fχ and Fχ′
at 0 are formed by a single unipotent block (this comes from [10, Theorem
7.5.4 (7)] and the fact that the Kummer sheaf Hχ is unramified at +∞),
we see that L must be geometrically trivial at 0. The situation at ∞ is
a bit more delicate. By using Laumon’s local Fourier Transform (see [10,
Theorem 7.4.4 (2)] and [10, Corollary 7.4.1 (3)]), we know that as an I(∞)
representation, we have
Fχ(∞) ≈
(Lχ ⊗ Lψ(X/2))⊕ (Lχ ⊗ Lψ(−X/2)) (28)
and a similar decomposition for χ′. Since both parts are 1-dimensional, they
must be irreducible. Thus, taking the tensor product of Fχ′(∞) with L(∞),
it must send each of the two pieces of Fχ′(∞) in one of the pieces in (28).
By analysing the two possibilities, we find out that χχ′ must be quadratic
and L(∞) = Lχ′χ. In particular, L is tame at ∞.
Summarizing, we have seen that such L, if it exists, must be everywhere
unramified, except maybe at ∞ where it is at most tame. We claim that
this forces L to be geometrically trivial. Indeed, suppose that L is has a
tame ramification at ∞. Then, by an application of the Grothendieck-Ogg-
Shafarevich formula (see [9, 2.3.1]), one obtains that
dimH1c (A ⊗ Fp,L) = −χc(A1 ⊗ Fp) = −1,
which is impossible. Finally, since Fχ and Fχ′ are not geometrically isomor-
phic, the geometric isomorphism (27) is impossible.
We shall now consider the diagonal case (i.e. χ = χ′). The case t 6= 0
also follows from the previous argument, so we can focus on the case t = 0.
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We must then estimate the sum∑
u (mod p)
(|Kχ(s+ u)|2 − 1) (|Kχ(u)|2 − 1) =
∑
u (mod p)
|Kχ(s+ u)|2 |Kχ(u)|2 − p+ 4, (29)
where, here, we used the elementary calculation
∑
u(p) |Kχ(u)|2 = p− 2.
We apply [3, Corollary 1.7] to the sheaf Fχ. As a part of the proof of [7,
Proposition A.3], it was shown that the sheaf is bountiful of SL2-type (see [3,
Definition 1.2]). So we only need to ensure that the arithmetic monodromy
group is also SL2. But this follows because Fχ is (aritmetically) self-dual.
Hence, the result applies and gives
∑
u (mod p)
|Kχ(s+ u)|2 |Kχ(u)|2 = Ap+O(p1/2),
where
A =
{
A(2)2, if s 6= 0
A(4), if s = 0,
and A(i) denotes the multiplicity of the trivial representation of SL2 in the
i-th tensor product of the standard representation of SL2. By character
theory of its compact real form SU(2),
A(i) =
2
π
∫ π
0
(2 cos(θ))i sin(θ)dθ.
In particular, we have A(2) = 1 and A(4) = 2. Replacing this result in (29)
concludes the proof of Proposition 2.3.
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